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W e like to think that as
humans, we are some-
how above biology—
capable of self-restraint

and subverting base urges. But professor
of history Daniel Lord Smail argues that
for humans and animals, life is by and
large a quest to feel good. We may be re-
sponding to biological urges that are
complex and sophisticated, but they are
biological urges all the same.

In his most recent book, On Deep History
and the Brain (University of California
Press), Smail posits a new view of human
history in which physiology and culture
evolve symbiotically in a process driven
by brain chemistry and psychotropic
e≠ects. Seen from his perspective, we are
all hooked on the hormones and neuro-
transmitters that signal pleasure and re-
lieve stress.

In popular usage, the term psychotropic
refers to drugs—prescription or recre-
ational—that radically alter conscious-
ness. But the technical definition includes
all substances that act on the central ner-
vous system—including ca≠eine, alcohol,
and anesthesia. Smail has coined an even
wider definition, referring to psychotro-
pic “mechanisms”—not only substances
that we ingest, but also actions that a≠ect
the balance of hormones and neurotrans-
mitters in our bodies. The list includes
exercise, sex, gossip, even skydiving.

He argues that the way we define ad-
diction is arbitrary and artificial. We stig-
matize addicts, considering them on the

wrong side of a fallacious dividing line
that changes location from one culture
and one epoch to the next. Why do we
wholeheartedly endorse pursuit of a “run-
ner’s high,” equivocate about ca≠eine and
alcohol, and condemn cocaine use? In
eighteenth-century Europe, Smail points
out, the list of addictive substances to be
used with caution included books. With
the rise of the novel and the spread of lit-
eracy, a new fear of “reading mania”
gripped the populace. He quotes one
scholar’s account that young women
were seen as particularly vulnerable, be-
cause they might “grow addicted to the
pleasures induced by novels…have their
passions awakened, and form false expec-
tations about life.”

Perhaps, then, what di≠erentiates hu-
mans from animals is the very ability to
intentionally self-medicate? Not so fast,
says Smail, who notes multiple examples
of animals doing the same thing, including
birds that “get drunk” by gorging on fruit
that has begun to ferment as it decays. He
argues that evolution pays attention to
psychotropy, noting that in breeding dogs
to enjoy human contact, we have created a
class of animals “addicted” to petting, in
the sense that they crave and seek out the
hormonal response it generates.

Evolution attaches pleasing chemical
signatures to behaviors that confer ad-
vantages in survival and reproduction; it
is obvious enough why sex and eating
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would be pleasurable. But when we find
ways to trip the same circuits with other
activities (for instance, by activating the
exhilaration of the fight-or-flight re-
sponse through skydiving), those behav-
iors have their own evolutionary and his-

torical consequences. Smail does not
think it mere coincidence that the in-
creasing accessibility and popularization
of products such as co≠ee and spirits in
Europe (the proliferation of co≠eehouses,
the influx of rum from the Caribbean and
Brazil, the gin craze of the mid-eigh-
teenth century) coincided with declining
attendance at religious services, and in
some places, transitions from monarchi-
cal states to democracy. “Where individu-
als once relied on religion and ritual as
sources of dopamine and other chemical
messengers,” he writes, “they turned in-
creasingly to items of consumption, giv-
ing up God in favor of Mammon.”

He divides psychotropic mechanisms
into two categories: autotropic (altering
one’s own mood) and teletropic (altering
someone else’s mood). In eighteenth-
century Europe, he writes, there was “a
tectonic shift away from teletropic mech-
anisms manipulated by ruling elites to-
ward a new order in which the tele-
tropies of dominance were replaced by
the growing range of autotropic mech-
anisms available on an increasingly un-
regulated market.” Here he sees the seeds
of our modern consumerism: the co≠ee,
chocolate, and spirits habits of earlier
centuries stemmed from the same ethos
as today’s “retail therapy.”

To support his argument that pre-mod-
ern societies’ rigid class structure, as op-
pressive as it might have been, was also
soothing, Smail draws evidence from evo-
lutionary biology: researchers have found
that baboons feel less stress (as measured
by their hormone levels) when they live in
groups with clearly delineated rank
order. If rank order is less clear, the rules
that govern interactions—such as which
one should step out of the way when two
baboons cross paths—require constant

negotiation, and the uncertainty seems to
induce anxiety.

The book is less a thorough exposition
of ideas than an open invitation to con-
sider them. Smail (a medievalist by train-
ing) began writing it as the introduction
to another book—a “deep history” of hu-
manity, on which he is now working.
Both projects grew out of his frustration
with perceived shortcomings in the way
history is taught and studied. Historians,
he complains, tend to act as though his-
tory begins with the first written texts.
He aims to write an authoritative, unified
history that reaches all the way back to
the Paleolithic era and integrates evi-
dence from anthropology and evolution-
ary biology. And it isn’t a one-way street:

Smail, who also teaches a course on the
history of emotion, believes biologists
might gain insights from analyzing the
descriptions of emotional states found in
ancient texts—traditionally historians’
domain.

In this scholarly space where disci-
plines merge, “we can finally dispense
with the idea, once favored by some his-
torians, that biology gave way to culture
with the advent of civilization,” he
writes. “Civilization did not bring an end
to biology. Civilization enabled important
aspects of human biology.”
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A s the Obama administration
advances a stimulus approach
it hopes will reinvigorate con-
sumer spending and restore

lending, many households need to focus
on an opposite strategy: how to break the
cycle of debt and begin to build savings.
In recent years, the U.S. savings rate has
hovered at or near zero, as Americans and
financial institutions have grown ad-
dicted to a borrow-and-spend economy.
For low-income families, this trend has
particularly dire implications: a job loss
or health calamity may wipe out a child’s
future educational prospects or, worse,
lead to immediate homelessness.

Peter Tufano, Coleman professor of fi-
nancial management at Harvard Business
School, has proposed a public-policy
change that would encourage poorer
Americans to save by allowing them to
purchase U.S. savings bonds with a por-
tion of their federal income-tax refund.
The suggestion results from several years
of research conducted by the Doorways
to Dreams Fund, a nonprofit research and
development lab that Tufano founded in
2000 to develop creative ways to meet a
range of financial-service needs among

the poor. “Although low-income people
have plenty of access to check-cashers and
credit,” he says, “they have little access to
savings products.” Even large mutual-
fund companies, he points out, require a
minimum deposit of $2,500 to $3,000. 

In contrast, federal savings bonds o≠er
an ideal vehicle for the small saver. They
are available to anyone with a Social Secu-
rity number (including those with poor
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Save Yourself

This 1918 "Joan of Arc" poster marketed 
savings stamps that could ultimately be 
exchanged for a war bond.

For humans and 
animals, life is by 
and large a quest 
to feel good.
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